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On December 6, 2019, at the Palazzo Reale in Milan, the exhibition EMILIO VEDOVA. will open 
to the public. Among the most important ever dedicated to one of the commanding figures of 20th-
century art, the exhibition is curated by Germano Celant and promoted by the Milan Municipality’s 
Culture office, the Palazzo Reale, and the Fondazione Emilio e Annabianca Vedova.  
 
“This exhibition at Milan’s Palazzo Reale,” says Alfredo Bianchini, President of the Fondazione 
Emilio e Annabianca Vedova, “will be the crowning event of the Foundation’s celebrations of the 
centenary of Emilio Vedova’s birth, which began with Skira’s publication of the prestigious Vedova 
De America, followed by Emilio Vedova di/by Georg Baselitz, an exhibition curated by the great 
German artist at the Magazzino del Sale in Venice. Another important initiative was the film Emilio 
Vedova. Dalla parte del naufragio produced by Twin Studio and directed by Tomaso Pessina, with 
readings from the painter’s diaries by Toni Servillo, which was premiered at the Venice Film Festi-
val in the Giornate degli Autori section”. Contemporaneously, the Foundation, in partnership with 
Marsilio, has republished Pagine di diario, first printed by Prestel Verlag in 1960, with the same 
graphic format chosen by the Maestro himself for the presentation of his writings. 
 
EMILIO VEDOVA is the result of an installation project in which the Palazzo Reale’s spectacular 
Sala delle Cariatidi has been posited as at once an ideal and an unusual exhibition space for articulat-
ing the painter’s artistic language. The Rome-based Alvisi Kirimoto Studio has envisaged, specifical-
ly for this show – which presents works from the 1940s through to the 1990s – a whole-environment 
project consisting in 30-metre long, 5-metre high wall, surmounted by an independent black metal 
lighting structure, which bisects the hall diagonally, as if to challenge its architectural grandeur, in 
what Vedova would have called “a clash of situations”. Exhibited both on the wall and on the floor 
in this bifurcated environment are some sixty works, some of considerable size, including the famous 
cycle Absurdes Berliner Tagebuch ʼ64. 
 
The installation, which covers the greater part of Vedova’s artistic trajectory, has aimed to co-opt the 
powerful theatricality of the environment to highlight, in the two counterbalanced halves, the innova-
tive and radical aspects of his linguistic contribution to the modern and contemporary art scene. This 
has meant setting up a dialogue between the paintings and sculptures of the 1960s – like the Plurimi 
cycle – and the large canvases and floor-mounted Dischi from the 1980s and 1990s. The resulting 



	

 

conversation between extremes makes explicit the centrality of Vedova’s work to the ongoing story 
of international contemporary art. 
  
It was from the 1950s that his language abandoned the rigid formalities of abstraction to create can-
vases marked by a free, dramatic, deeply scored brushstroke, by large gesture. This informality of 
approach, freighted with materiality, which refused to let itself be assimilated to any narrative or fig-
uration other than that of the artist’s own subconscious and emotional energy, would lead him in 
1962 to break up the surface of the picture in the Berlin Plurimi series, wooden structures heavily 
layered with paint, which seem to embody his desire that art dedicate itself to challenging the envi-
ronmental and social context. A radical project that would free his painting from any homogeneity 
and, in a period characterised by the linear, impersonal and reductive world of minimal and concep-
tual art, offer an extraneous and highly subjective alternative, emerging from personal tension and 
trauma.  
 
The 1970s witnessed on the one hand a solidification of the loosely structured Plurimi now com-
pelled to run on rigid rails, as in the cycle Lacerazione ʼ77/ʼ78, Plurimi/Binari, almost as if the aes-
thetic rebellion had been channelled to fold back on itself, and on the other, the irrational impulse 
behind the ...Cosiddetti Carnevali… ʼ77/ʼ83, that connect to the Dionysiac and antiritualistic in art. 
Following on his collaboration with Luigi Nono on Intolleranza 1960 and Prometeo. Tragedia 
dell’ascolto (1984), works which open up a conception of unleashing images into a whole architec-
tural space, it is the 1980s that will see another fundamental development in Vedova’s art. After a se-
ries of large, highly matterist chromatic paintings, he moves on to the construction of the Dischi, big 
circular paintings that can be exhibited either on the wall, or free-standing, as if they were dancers 
able to cavort in space and climb walls, in token of their mobility and architectural intrepidity. 
 
The life and career of the great painter, who was born in Venice in 1919, and died there in 2006, is 
covered in the Sala del Piccolo Lucernario which precedes the Sala delle Cariatidi. Here, a chronolo-
gy composed of biographical data, images and poetic pronouncements, is flanked by a selection of 
works covering the whole arc of his artistic output.  
 
On the occasion of the Palazzo Reale exhibition, the Emilio and Annabianca Vedova Foundation is 
to publish, with Marsilio, an artistic and biographical monograph on the Venetian painter. The book 
aims to trace a complete itinerary through the different languages explored by the artist. The narra-
tive is accompanied by a rich trove of illustrations embracing the works, personal photographs and 
texts by Vedova, with a running historical and art-historical contextualisation.  
 
The exhibition is sponsored by Generali Valore Cultura, Generali Italia’s programme for making art 
and culture accessible to an ever wider public. 



	

 

 

Filippo Del Corno 
COUNCILLOR FOR CULTURE  
MUNICIPALITY OF MILAN 

 

Emilio Vedova, an artist who succeeded in radically reshaping the artistic and pictorial language of 
his time, enters into a dialogue with the theatrical spaces of the Sala delle Cariatidi in Milan’s 
Palazzo Reale. 

On the occasion of his birth centenary, the Municipality of Milan has mounted an important retro-
spective of Vedova’s oeuvre in which the works offer the visitor an opportunity to discover and ex-
plore aspects of the groundbreaking research that the artist pursued throughout his life. 

In particular, an exploration of Emilio Vedova’s emblematic ‘plurimo’ concept, provides the occa-
sion for highlighting the innovative spatial and material physical expression of his work, in an instal-
lation that emphasises his vehement expressivity. The show is accompanied – in the adjacent Sala del 
Piccolo Lucernario – by an explanatory critical account of his life and artistic development.  

 



	

 

Domenico Piraina 
DIRECTOR OF THE PALAZZO REALE  
 
The austere and solemn majesty of the Sala delle Cariatidi embraces the explosive energy and sheer 
vigour of the works of Emilio Vedova which succeed with their potent and penetrating and potent 
brushwork in enriching the historical and architectural character of the hall.  
 
This exclusive space, Milan’s Palazzo Reale, insulted and violated by barbarism while still a symbol 
of political power, in which guise it had hosted gorgeous coronation ceremonies from Napoleon Bo-
naparte to William I, and where the stage-sets of power were once deployed, had risen from the dead 
at the beginning of the 1950s, hosting a memorable display of Picasso’s Guernica, representing no 
longer transient worldly values but the spiritual, universal and imperishable ones of art.  
 
From the beginning of our dialogue with the Fondazione Emilio e Annabinca Vedova and with Ger-
mano Celant, concerning the marking of the hundredth anniversary of the maestro Vedova’s birth – 
and Milan had in fact dedicated a show to him at the Padiglione d’Arte Contemporanea in 1991 – it 
seemed entirely natural, indeed almost predestined, that we set up a conversation between his work 
and the historical and architectural meaning of our hall, something that has been concretely achieved 
by the Alvisi Kirimoto Studio’s project, which by inserting an anthracite-grey wall transversally 
across the body of the room, has rendered the setting more intense, more moving perhaps, than it was 
already: a minimalist intervention but charged with latent power.   
 
The “noble simplicity and quiet grandeur” – in Winckelmann’s phrase – of the Sala delle Cariatidi 
fits well with the deep materiality, the dynamism and the sense of space in the Venetian master’s 
work, recreating that ‘clash of situations’ that was a key element in Vedova’s vocabulary. 
 
In our hearts, we are pleased to think that the Maestro would have appreciated the emphasis we have 
placed on combining a rigorous respect for the Sala delle Cariatidi with the no less profound respect 
we owe to his work.  
 



	

 

Alfredo Bianchini 
PRESIDENT 
FONDAZIONE EMILIO E ANNABIANCA VEDOVA 
 
“When I was a young boy... I always went to Piazza S. Marco, in the small square, I kept watch over 
the painters and collected the remnants of their palettes, scraped off with the palette knives: the most 
interesting ones therefore, worked with a lot of material. I collected my booty, on the way home (I 
might have been in second, third grade) I painted with my fingers, spreading...” 
 
Thus, commence the pages of Emilio Vedova’s diary, which tell us that his artistic story comes from 
afar and immediately make us understand that he did not become a painter because he was, always, 
“a painter.” His commitment as an artist, derives from an indissoluble and coexistent, human and ar-
tistic attitude: every one of his interests focuses on painting and painting itself, ends up expressing 
the light and shadow of human existence. 
 
He begins very young, with drawings and studies imbued with unique realism, though he soon rids 
himself of this as quickly as he breaks “the cages” of geometric contours, which initially imprison 
him. And so, his painting turns to the hard and universal themes of human existence. Moving from 
the everlasting conflict, between volition informed by ethics and reality in the intent of expressing 
the clash of situations, the eternal struggle between Good and Evil in present Time, in all of Time. It 
is not by chance, but precisely due to the essence of his pictorial signature, that Vedova never de-
picts objects; wanting to express concepts, which among other things, manifest in the titles of his 
most important and significant work such as “Le Immagini del Tempo”, “Lo Scontro di Situazio-
ni”… 
 
For this exhibition at the Palazzo Reale, Germano Celant masterfully grasps and describes the signi-
fiers in Vedova’s human and artistic path, supported by the intelligent and tasteful set-up by Massi-
mo Alvisi e Junko Kirimoto. All the transitions are duly recorded: from the early figurative and ge-
ometric years, to the great themes of images of time and the clash of situations, from the absurdes of 
Berlin to the so-called informal, from circles to discs, from the solid (almost architectural) structures 
of the De America to the great canvases of the eighties. A strong, thorough documentation, therefore, 
of a journey across a universe of ideas “transcribed” into the precious book by Marsilio Editori, pub-
lished in conjunction with the exhibition. 
The exhibition (which plays tribute to the centenary of Emilio Vedova’s birth), required a significant 
commitment from the Fondazione Vedova and therefore, I duly thank not only Germano Celant, 
Massimo Alvisi, Junko Kirimoto and Maurizio Milan (for the technical support), but also all those at 
the Foundation who have worked passionately and competently on its realization, specifically: Fab-
rizio Gazzarri, Elena Oyelami Bianchini, Sonia Osetta, Clelia Caldesi Valeri, Maddalena Pugliese 



	

 

and Bruno Zanon. I also extend my thanks to Germano Celant’s valuable team (specifically, Maria 
Corti, Laura Conconi and Marcella Ferrari), to Silvia Rinalduzzi - studio Alvisi Kirimoto in Rome, to 
Twin Studio srl in Milan (graphic design), to Generali Italia SpA, to Apice Venezia srl (transport), to 
OTT ART srl in Venice (exhibition), to Studio Systema in Venice (communication), to PCM Studio 
in Milan (promotion). Finally, I am pleased to note that the exhibition could not have been possible 
without the heartfelt collaboration of Domenico Piraina, Director of the Palazzo Reale, and the sup-
port of the Administration of the City of Milan. 
 



	

 

“Emilio Vedova”, Milan 2019  
	
Germano Celant  
CURATOR AND HISTORIAN 
OF MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY ART 
 
My dialogue with Emilio Vedova began indirectly in 1963 on the occasion of the “12th. International 
Conference of Artists and Art Critics” at Verucchio in which I took part and heard his passionate 
critical declaration in opposition to historian Giulio Carlo Argan’s extolling of the merits of group 
work over the personal and individualist contribution of the single artist. It was an occasion of some 
intensity which was repeated in 1968 when I saw him in St Mark’s Square protesting against the po-
lice repression of those demonstrating for the closure of the Venice Biennale. Although I kept up 
from afar with his artistic development and involvement in the Italian contemporary art scene during 
my sojourn in America, it was only in 1983 that I came into direct, personal and professional contact 
with Vedova when we worked together on his great 1984 retrospective in Venice, which was divided 
between the Ala Napoleonica of the Correr Museum in St Mark’s and the Magazzini del Sale. This 
too was an intense experience which initiated a forthright and sincere conversation about his work 
which would be extended into a friendship and collaboration over the years that followed, through to 
his death in 2006. 

The Milan show “Emilio Vedova”, which runs from December 2019, has been shaped by the oppor-
tunity of using the spectacular Sala della Cariatidi in the Palazzo Reale as an exhibition space. The 
hall, originally constructed in the mid-18th century by Giuseppe Piermarini, has endured more than 
two hundred years of architectural challenges, including its semi-destruction in a Second World War 
bombardment. Subsequently rather clumsily restored, it was used only sporadically for exhibitions, 
notably the celebrated display of Pablo Picasso’s Guernica in 1953. From 2000 onwards the hall has 
been the object of a more careful refurbishment aimed at recuperating and consolidating the original 
parts and providing adequate lighting. Nowadays, given the inadvisability of using the walls, the Sala 
delle Cariatidi has hosted temporary installations that respect the existing decoration, so that every 
exhibition offers a new reading of the space in the light of the work shown. 

In this case, Fondazione Emilio e Annabianca Vedova and I, with the Rome-based Alvisi Kirimoto 
Studio, have opted for an essential intervention, consisting in a 30-metre long, 5-metre high wall 
which diagonally bisects the hall, the works being displayed both on the wall and floor-mounted. The 
aim has been to co-opt the powerful theatricality of the environment to highlight, in the two counter-
balanced halves, the innovative and radical aspects of Vedova’s linguistic contribution to the modern 
and contemporary art scene. This has meant setting up a dialogue between the paintings and sculp-
tures of the 1960s – like the Plurimi – on one side, and on the other the large Tondi and floor-
mounted Dischi from the 1980s. The resulting conversation between extremes makes explicit the in-



	

 

ternational centrality of Vedova’s art, while in the adjacent Sala del Piccolo Lucernario. the artist’s 
biographical and professional trajectory, from 1919 to 2006, is illustrated chronologically with texts, 
photographs and exemplary original works, providing a weave of history and full immersion in the 
intense and colourful world of Emilio Vedova.  

	



	

 

With Vedova	
 
Germano Celant 	
CURATOR AND HISTORIAN  
OF MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY ART 
 
Emilio Vedova’s work, I wrote in 1984, is not easily manageable, and trying to take it in from only 
one angle risks neutralising it. Instead, accepting it in all its complexity means losing oneself in an 
archipelago of islands and volcanic atolls, subject to the fluctuations of the tides of time. To set out 
to navigate them is to accept an atomised reading: picking out contours and peripheral areas, illumi-
nating known and lesser known parts, in the knowledge that one is imposing a partial and reduced 
perspective. There is nothing monistic about Vedova: he is heterogeneous. He doesn’t proceed in a 
tame fashion but by friction and collision. He shreds the rules to retie the Gordian knot of painting 
and painted sculpture. His journey is mapped out by linkages of potentiality between hidden and 
overt fragments. He stands at a point of intersection, a crossroads where linguistic liberties are 
forged, clash and set up new relationships. It is impossible to mediate him or impose interconnec-
tions in order to place him somewhere monumental, or push him into centrality: as a multifaceted 
and mutable organism he resists definition and is wholly independent of spatial and temporal ascrip-
tions. Will a bird’s eye view help to get an idea of him and follow his progress, like this wide-raging 
show in Milan?  
 
Yes – if we concentrate on his volcanic power, as represented in the Sala dei Cariatidi by the juxta-
position of two historic periods, the 1960s and the 1980s. The first involved a new revitalising ap-
proach to informal art, with his progression to the Plurimi: articulated structures, infused with a dy-
namism and a flexibility that break away from the two-dimensional static materiality of paintings to 
open his art up to ‘multiple’ options: a renunciation of the derivativity of wall-hung pictures, in order 
to become an aggressive and threatening presence against the cultural status quo. Dating from 1962-
1965, they evolve continuously through new configurations, signalling a restless project, disturbing 
in its material and chromatic brutalism, positing itself as a heretical tendency with respect to the ar-
tistic mainstream in so far as engaged in a different communicative mission. In these ensembles, Ve-
dova reveals a superabundance of vitality that anticipates the sensory and rebellious upsurge of 1968. 
He creates a weave of articulated contemporary tension and indignation, of violence. He announces 
as unavoidable the inevitable clash of visions founded on the mobilising of the human beings. No 
longer content with expression on a single surface, as had been the case with Jackson Pollock, Lucio 
Fontana, Franz Kline or Wols, with Alberto Burri and Willem De Kooning, he embarks on a process, 
that in its apparent destructiveness, none the less underpins a new understanding of art and of socie-
ty. The dethronement of the fixity of the wall mounted painting in the Plurimi is enacted in the coun-
terpoint of the recto e verso which present themselves simultaneously, in the extensible development 



	

 

of the surfaces, and in their essential mobility and autonomy that on occasion can even launch them 
up into space. 
 
Exhibited in counterpoint, still within the Sala delle Cariatidi, are the Dischi and Tondi, which would 
emerge in the 1980s and introduce a principle of an overarching superior order, as against the rela-
tive chaos of the 1960s, through which the surprise of the release or the anguish of Plurimi finds a 
unifying resolution. The circle is an emblem of perfection, the point of origin and conclusion of the 
universe, and accordingly the Dischi and the Tondi, with their double painted surfaces, allow all 
challenges to coexist, and establish an active interrelationship made up of exchanges, echoes, and an-
swers. And, what is more, they move freely in space: squatting on the ground or climbing the walls, 
they bounce off one another creating multiple intertwinements and collusions.  
 
The Milan exhibition culminates with Senza titolo (...als ob…) ’96-’97, 1996-1997, which presents 
an encounter between flat surfaces and Venetian bricole. Here we have an ‘invasion’ or ‘collision’, a 
gesture of rebellion, vis-à-vis his own history, as if the perforated disc might be a San Sebastian sub-
jecting itself to a sanctifying or purifying ritual. A dramatic stand-off between the individual and the 
social which in Chi brucia un libro brucia un uomo, 1993, summarises the desperate cyclone of war 
that had led to the destruction of books ancient and modern, of libraries and archives of memory. A 
disco plurimo that mutates into a sort of circular book with mobile pages, and incarnates a burned 
culture. It is the journey through darkness and cruelty of a society that witnesses its own degenera-
tion and disdains multicultural gradations, accepting the inevitability of its own decay and extinction. 
With this disc-as-monument, Vedova makes us fully aware of the extreme tension of art between 
limit and limitlessness, between the least brushstroke and the vast dimensions of the world. 
 
 
 
 
Our thanks to the following for lending works in this show 
Berlinische Galerie – Landesmuseum für Moderne Kunst, Fotografie und Architektur, Berlin 
Collezione Prada, Milano 
Collezione Valle, Genova  
Fondation Gandur pour l’Art, Genève  
Fondazione Musei Civici Venezia, 
Galleria Internazionale d’Arte Moderna di Ca’ Pesaro, Venezia  
Galerie Thaddaeus Ropac, London • Paris • Salzburg  
MART Museo di arte moderna e contemporanea di Trento e Rovereto/Collezione Domenico  
Talamoni, Rovereto 
Private Collections 



	

 

Alvisi Kirimoto designs the installation of the EMILIO VEDOVA exhibition 
at the Palazzo Reale 

 
 
The exhibition EMILIO VEDOVA’s architectural design by the Rome-based Alvisi Kirimoto Studio 
(www.alvisikirimoto.it) takes its form the spectacular Sala delle Cariatidi in the Palazzo Reale – cre-
ated in the mid-18th century and partially destroyed in a Second World War air raid – and offers an 
unusual reading of the hall through the artist’s pictorial language. 
 
“The Sala delle Cariatidi at the Palazzo Reale, seems to us an ideal place to ‘meet’ Emilio Vedova 
and discver his work. The majestic, densely decorated hall, ‘fits’ perfectly with the spatial values of 
Vedova’s art, with the material depth and essential dynamism of his oeuvre. We decided, together 
with curator Germano Celant, to split the space in two with a diagonal wall, at once a minimal and a 
radical move, which orients the visitor while providing a double experience. Additionally, in order to 
foreground the ‘urban’ aspect of the installation we have (exceptionally) opened up the windows fac-
ing towards the Duomo, amplifying the visual experience”, Massimo Alvise and Junko Kirimoto ex-
plain. 
 
Focusing on two key periods in the evolution of the artist’s pictorial thought (the 1960s and the 
1980s) the installation consists in a partition of grey OSB panels 5 metres high, I metre thick and 
over 30 metres long crossing the hall diagonally, as if to challenge the architectural grandeur of the 
room. The idea was to emphasise the theatricality of the space, while bringing out, in the two coun-
terpointed halves, the innovative aspects of Vedova’s linguistic contribution to modern and contem-
porary art. 
A slender lighting structure overarches the partition, balancing its heft in a play of gravity and light-
ness. The black-painted, self-supporting metal structure – which is similar to equipment Vedova used 
in his studio – contributes, in its simplicity, to the rhythm of architectural elements in the hall. The 
lamps that illuminate the floor-mounted works are attached to the structure, while two rails suspend-
ed parallel to the walls hold spots that light the wall-hung paintings two at a time. On the floor a low 
dais surfaced with a grey cement finish winds throughout. Some 40 works, some of considerable 
size, free-standing and wall-mounted, are living testimony to masterfully narrate Emilio Vedova’s 
human and artistic trajectory. 
 
The artist’s human and professional biography is instead outlined in the Sala del Piccolo Lucernario, 
which precedes the entrance to the Sala delle Cariatidi. Lit naturally from above and rendered neutral 
by the grey of the panels covering the walls and the floor, the room is an achromatic abstract volume 
that frames a narrative of the artist’s life through works, photographs and models displayed on a cen-
tral table of OSB panels which thematically anticipates the great wall in the main hall. The homoge-



	

 

nous character of the space was conceived as a place of meditation, where visitors can pause and re-
flect on the didactic aspects of the show before completely immersing themselves in the Venetian’s 
explosion of forms. 
 
 
 
 
 
For further information on the installation, contact  Alvisi Kirimoto’s Press Offfice, mint LIST (Giu-
lia Milza, Maria Azzurra Rossi): press@mintlist.info 
 
 
 
 



	

 

ARTWORKS  
 
SALA DEL PICCOLO LUCERNARIO - Wall 
 
Incendio del villaggio 
1945 
100 x 70 cm 
pastel on canvas paper 
 
Composizione (Patto Atlantico) 
1949 
132 x 61 cm 
oil on canvas 
 
Europa 1950 
1949 - 1950 
123 x 126 cm 
oil on canvas 
Fondazione Musei Civici Venezia, Galleria Internazio-
nale d’Arte Moderna di Ca’ Pesaro, Venice 
 
Scontro di situazioni ’51 
1951 
130 x 170 cm 
egg tempera on paper 
 
Dal ciclo della protesta ’53 - 6 
1953 
138 x 190 cm 
egg tempera and pastel on canvas 
Galerie Thaddaeus Ropac, London • Paris • Salzburg 
 
Ciclo ’62 - (B.B.6) 
1962 
145.5 x 185.5 cm 
water-based vinyl paint, charcoal, paper, and sand on 
canvas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
De America ’76 – 3 
1976 
206 x 198 cm 
water-based paint, charcoal and pastel on canvas 
MART Museo di Arte Moderna e Contemporanea di 
Trento e Rovereto/Collezione Domenico Talamoni 
 
Di Umano ’84 - II 
1984 
275 x 275 cm 
water-based paint, pastel, and sand on canvas 
 
Non Dove ’85 - I 
1985 
300 x 230 cm 
water-based paint, pastel, charcoal, and sand on canvas 
 
Oltre - 2 (Ciclo II, Rosso ’85) 
1985 
280 x 280 cm 
water-based paint, pastel, sand, and rust powder on 
canvas 
 
Tondo ’87 - 2 
1987 
280 ∅ cm 
water-based paint, paper, pastel and sand on canvas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	

 

SALA DEL PICCOLO LUCERNARIO - Floor 
 
Per uno Spazio 
1961 
61.5 x 40 x 55 cm 
wood, paint, fabric and plaster 
 
...Cosiddetti Carnevali...’77/’83 - n. 19 
1977 - 1983 
182.5 x 48.5 cm 
nitrocellulose lacquer, water-based paint, charcoal, pas-
tel, papier-mâché and base in Anticorodal 
 
...Cosiddetti Carnevali...’77/’83 - n. 32 
1977 - 1983 
100 x 45.5 cm 
nitrocellulose lacquer, water-based, paint, pastel, char-
coal, papier-mâché and base in Anticorodal 
 
...Cosiddetti Carnevali...’77/’83 - n. 52 (Das Große 
Nichts Der Tiere) 
1977 - 1983 
100.5 x 41.5 cm 
water-based paint, nitrocellulose, lacquer, papier-mâché 
on wood and base in Anticorodal 
 
Per uno Spazio - 16 
1987 - 1988 
50 x 28.5 x 41 cm 
wood, water-based paint and fabric 
 
Per uno Spazio (a te Berlin da Venezia) – 1 
1988 - 1989 
60 x 40 x 54 cm 
water-based paint, wood, and iron 
 
Bozzetto per Chi brucia un libro brucia un uomo 
1993 
∅ 43 x 31.5 cm 
combustion, water-based paint, and paper on wood 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	

 

SALA DELLE CARIATIDI (A) - Wall 
 
Spazio inquieto n. 4 
1955 
egg tempera on canvas 
130 x 168 cm 
Collezione Valle, Genoa 
 
Scontro di situazioni ’59 - I - 1 
1959 
tempera, charcoal and sand on canvas 
275 x 444 cm 
Fondation Gandur pour l’Art, Geneva 
 
Scontro di situazioni ’59 - II - 1 
1959 
water-based paint and charcoal on canvas 
275 x 446.5 x 4 cm 
 
Immagine del tempo 
1961 
water-based paint, charcoal, pastel and sand on canvas 
135 x 171 cm 
Collezione Prada, Milan 
 
Ciclo ’61 - (B.B.8) 
1961 
water-based vinyl paint and charcoal on canvas, 145 x 
200.5 cm 
Collezione Prada, Milan 
 
Ciclo 1961/1962 - n. 6 
1961 - 1962 
water-based vinyl paint and charcoal on canvas 
145 x 200 cm 
Collezione Prada, Milan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Ciclo 1962 - S. 3 
1962 
water-based vinyl paint, charcoal paper and sand on 
canvas 
148 x 201 cm 
private collection 
 
Ciclo ’62 - B.B.7 
1962 
water-based vinyl paint, charcoal and paper on canvas 
145.7 x 185.3 cm 
 
Ciclo ’62/63 - B.3 
1962-1963 
water-based vinyl paint, charcoal and pastel on canvas 
145.5 x 185 cm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	

 

SALA DELLE CARIATIDI (A) - Floor 
 
Absurdes Berliner Tagebuch ’64 Plurimo 1 
1964 
water-based vinyl paint on multifaceted wooden ele-
ments, iron hinges and rope 
260 x 160 x 160 cm 
Berlinische Galerie – Landesmuseum für Moderne 
Kunst, Fotografie und Architektur, Berlin 
 
Absurdes Berliner Tagebuch ’64 Plurimo 2 
1964 
water-based vinyl paint, charcoal, paper, pastel on mul-
tifaceted wooden elements and iron hinges 
235 x 350 x 265 cm 
Berlinische Galerie – Landesmuseum für Moderne 
Kunst, Fotografie und Architektur, Berlin 
 
Absurdes Berliner Tagebuch ’64 Plurimo 3 
1964 
water-based vinyl paint on multifaceted wooden ele-
ments, rope and iron hinges 
365 x 540 x 380 cm 
Berlinische Galerie – Landesmuseum für Moderne 
Kunst, Fotografie und Architektur, Berlin 
 
Absurdes Berliner Tagebuch ’64 Plurimo 4  
1964 
water-based vinyl paint, paper on multifaceted wooden 
elements and iron hinges 
241 x 255 x 400 cm 
Berlinische Galerie – Landesmuseum für Moderne 
Kunst, Fotografie und Architektur, Berlin 
 
Absurdes Berliner Tagebuch ’64 Plurimo 5 
1964 
water-based vinyl paint, paper on multifaceted wooden 
elements and iron hinges 
384 x 260 x 90 cm 
Berlinische Galerie – Landesmuseum für Moderne 
Kunst, Fotografie und Architektur, Berlin 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Absurdes Berliner Tagebuch ’64 Plurimo 6 
1964 
water-based vinyl paint, paper, charcoal on multifaceted 
wooden elements, rope and iron hinges 
272 x 200 x 180 cm 
Berlinische Galerie – Landesmuseum für Moderne 
Kunst, Fotografie und Architektur, Berlin 
 
Absurdes Berliner Tagebuch ’64 Plurimo 7 
1964 
water-based vinyl paint, charcoal on multifaceted 
wooden elements and iron hinges 
220 x 200 x 130 cm 
Berlinische Galerie – Landesmuseum für Moderne 
Kunst, Fotografie und Architektur, Berlin 
 
Plurimo 1964 
1964 
237 x 237 x 173 cm 
water-based vinyl paint on polyfront wood elements 
and iron hinge 
Fondazione Musei Civici di Venezia, Galleria Interna-
zionale d’Arte Moderna di Ca’ Pesaro, Venice 
 
Omaggio a Dada Berlin ’64/’65 n. 13 
1964 - 1965 
water-based vinyl paint, paper on multifaceted wooden 
elements and iron hinges 
305 x 180 x 300 cm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	

 

SALA DELLE CARIATIDI (B) - Wall 
 
 
Ciclo ’81 - Compresenze - 6 (ad A.L.B.) 
1981 
272 x 272 cm 
water-based paint, pastel, nitrocellulose lacquer, sand 
and paper on canvas 
 
Rosso ’83 - IV 
1983 
300 x 190 cm 
water-based paint, pastel, sand and cement on canvas 
 
Rosso ’83 - V 
1983 
300 x 190 cm 
water-based paint, pastel, sand and cement on canvas 
 
Rosso ’83 - VI 
1983 
300 x 190 cm 
water-based paint, pastel, sand and cement on canvas 
 
Di Umano ’84 - III 
1984 
272 x 272 cm 
water-based paint, pastel and sand on canvas 
 
Di Umano ’85 -  I 
1985 
water-based paint, pastel, charcoal, sand and cement on 
canvas 
280 x 280 cm 
 
Tondo ’85 - 2 
1985 
280 ∅ cm 
water-based paint, sand, black rust and pastel on canvas 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Tondo ’87 - 7 
1987 
280 ∅ cm 
water-based paint on canvas 
 
Non Dove/Breccia 1988 III (op.1-op.2) 
1988 
280 x 183 cm 
water-based paint, nitrocellulose lacquer, sand, rust and 
cement on wood 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	

 

SALA DELLE CARIATIDI (B) - Floor 
 
Non a Caso II - ’85 (op.3–op.4) 
1985 
280 ∅ cm 
water-based paint on wood 
 
Non Dove ’86 I (op.1 - op.2) (23.1.86) 
1986 
280 ∅ cm 
water-based paint, nitrocellulose lacquer, pastel, black 
rust and sand on wood 
 
Non dove ’86 III (op.5 - op.6) 
1986 
280 ∅ cm 
water-based paint, pastel, charcoal, nitrocellulose lac-
quer, sand, rust and cement on wood 
 
Tondo a terra ’86 - I 
1986 
280 ∅ cm 
water-based paint, pastel, charcoal, cement, sand, and 
nitrocellulose lacquer on wood 
 
...Dagegen... 1987/’95 - 1 (op.1–op.2) 
1987 - 1995 
280 ∅ cm 
water-based paint, nitrocellulose lacquer, charcoal, and 
pastel on wood 
 
...Dagegen... 1987/’95 - 2 (op.3–op.4) 
1987 - 1995 
280 ∅ cm 
water-based paint and paper on wood, 
 
...Dagegen... 1987/’95 -  4 (op.7–op.8) 
1987 - 1995 
280 ∅ cm 
water-based paint and pastel on wood, 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Chi brucia un libro brucia un uomo 
1993 
280 ∅ cm 
water-based paint, nitrocellulose lacquer, combustion, 
paper on wood and iron and articulated iron structure on 
iron base 
 
Senza titolo (...als ob...) ’96/’97 
1996 - 1997 
280 ∅ x 400 cm 
water-based paint, nitrocellulose lacquer, pastel, canvas, 
paper, wood, rope, sand, combustion, and chalk on 
wood 
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INFORMATION 
 
EMILIO VEDOVA 
Palazzo Reale 
Piazza Duomo 12, Milano 
6 December 2019 – 9 February 2020 
 
Opening times 
Monday: 14.30 - 19.30 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Sunday: 9.30 - 19.30 
Thursday, Saturday: 9.30 - 22.30 
Last entries one hour before closing 
 
FREE ENTRY  
 
www.palazzorealemilano.it 
www.fondazionevedova.org 
 
EXHIBITION PRESS OFFICE 
Emilio and Annabianca Vedova Foundation | Studio Systema – Venice | systema@studiosystema.it 
Adriana Vianello 349.0081276 
Andrea de Marchi 349.3744356 
 
MUNICIPALITY OF MILANO PRESS OFFICE 
Comune di Milano Elena Conenna | elenamaria.conenna@comune.milano.it 
 
	


